
Git Basics 

git init: creates a new repo 

git status: displays repo status (e.g. unmodified, modified, 

staged) 

git add <filename>: add a filename to be tracked and place in 

staged 

git rm <filename>: remove a file from tracking; after next 

commit the file will be gone. 

git mv <old filename> <new filename>: renames a file but 

keeps tracking it. 

git commit: commits all staged items 
 -v: verbose display of commits 
 -m: inline add commit message 
 -a: “add” so you can skip git add <file> 
All of these open the default editor in gitconfig.  You can set 
the editor  with the following command:  
git config --global core.editor vim/emacs/etc 

git diff: shows you lines added (+) and lines removed (-) since 

last add 
git diff --staged: shows you only changes that have not been 

committed yet, and not the changes since the last commit 

git fetch: gets files from remote but does not merge the files 

git pull: gets files and tries to merge into local code base 

git push <shortname> <branch-name>: pushes local code to 

the shorname / branch 

 

Repository Commands 

git clone <URL of .git>: Makes a local copy for you to work 

with 

git remote: displays the name of the repository you cloned 

your working directory from. 
  -v: This will also give you the url for the remote, or the 

filesystem directory if you are on the same server 

git add remote <shortname>: add a nickname/alias for a 

remote repo so that you can reference it by the alias later on 
   e.g. git add remote test URL/TestGit.git 
          git fetch test 

git log:  shows list of commits, hashes, authors, dates, and 

messages 
  -p: shows only the differences introduced in the commit 
-p –{number}: limites the differences to the last n 
--stat: shows the list of files changed 
--pretty: formats log output the way you want it 
--pretty=online 
--pretty=format:”%h- %an, etc”  (See log options) 
--since, --after: shows commits made after the specified date, 

e.g –since=2.weeks 
--until, --before: limit commits to before the specified date 
--author: limit to commits made by a particular author 
--committer: limit to commits made by a commiter 

 

Branching 

git branch: lists all branches; an * indicates currently checked 

out branch 
  -v: also displays the last commit of each branch 
  --merged: shows branches merged into current working 

branch; usually safe to delete since merged 
  --no-merged: only shows branches that have not been 

merged with current working branch; a delete on these will fail 

git branch <branch-name>: creates a new branch  

git checkout <branch-name>: moves HEAD to branch named 

so you can work on and commit to that branch 

git checkout –b <branch-name>: shorthand for above two 

commands; e.g. creates a new branch and moves HEAD to 
that branch 

git branch –d <branch-name>: deletes a branch that has 

been merged with current working branch. 

git mergetool: this pulls up a merge tool to allow you to 

resolve conflicts that may arise 

 

Log Options 

%H  Commit Hash 

%h Abbreviated commit hash 

%T Tree hash 

%t Abbreviated tree hash 

%P Parent hashes 

%p Abbreviated parent hash 

%an Author Name 

%ae Author Email 

%ad Author Date (format respect the –date=option) 

%ar Author Date, relative 

%cn Committer name 

%ce Committer email 

%cd Committer Date 

%cr Committer Date, relative 

%s Subject 
 

 

.gitignore 

#comments – ignored 

*.a: ignores all files with extension .a 

!filename.a: track only this .a file, even though ignoring all .a 
files with the above line 

/TODO: ignore only the root /TODO directory and not 
/subdirectory/TODO 

build/: ignore all files in the build/ directory 

doc/*.txt: ignore all .txt files in doc/ but not doc/subdir/*.txt 

 

Available http://www.michaelseiler.net 


